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Multiorbital Hubbard model in infinite dimensions: Quantum Monte Carlo calculation
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Using the quantum Monte Carlo technique we compute thermodynamics and spectra for the orbitally de-
generate Hubbard model in infinite spatial dimensions. With increasing orbital degeneracy we find in the
one-particle spectra broader Hubbard bands~consistent with increased kinetic energy!, a narrowing Mott gap,
and increasing quasiparticle spectral weight. Hund’s rule exchange coupling decreases the critical on-site
Coulomb energy for the Mott transition. The metallic regime resistivity for twofold degeneracy is quadratic in
temperature at low temperatures.@S0163-1829~98!50132-4#
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The Hubbard Hamiltonian, the simplest model f
strongly interacting many-electron systems, has been
tremely popular in that, despite its simplicity, the model
considered to capture essential physics in electronic syst
ranging from a metal-insulator transition~MIT ! and associ-
ated antiferromagnetism to possibled-wave superconductiv
ity. Although most of the real systems displaying these p
nomena have orbital degrees of freedom, most theore
works have concentrated on the orbitally nondegene
model for simplicity. Recently, with the advent of the colo
sal magnetoresistance materials,1 the proposed triplet pairing
superconductivity in Sr2RuO4,

2 and alkali-doped
fullerides,3,4 attention has been turned to the multiorbi
Hubbard model~MOHM!.5,6,7

With on-site orbital degeneracyNdeg.1, one has to con-
sider two additional aspects of the problem: first, the eff
of orbital degrees of freedom on the mobility of electro
and, second, the role of on-site exchange interactions
tween degenerate orbitals. In this paper, we concentrat
the MIT in MOHM motivated particularly by alkali-doped
fullerides,A3C60 ~A5K, Rb, Cs, etc.!. We have studied the
problem using quantum Monte Carlo in ad5` model on
both Bethe and hypercubic lattices, with a focus on dyna
cal properties@obtained by analytic continuation of imag
nary time data using the maximum entropy method~MEM!#.
We present the systematic calculation of one-electron s
tral functions at and away from particle-hole symmetry a
the calculation of the optical conductivity and dc resistiv
for the two-orbital model.

We find that the upper and lower Hubbard bands displa
considerable broadening forNdeg52,3 relative toNdeg51,
which supports the idea of Gunnarsson, Koch, and Mar5

and Lu8 that orbital degeneracy serves to increase the ef
tive hopping matrix element and thereby mitigates the e
cacy of correlations in driving a MIT.9 We also find that the
quasiparticle spectral weight increases withNdeg. We find
that the inclusion of Hund’s rule exchange serves to decre
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the effective hopping, thereby decreasing again the crit
value of on-site Coulomb interactionU5Uc needed for the
MIT, according to the approximate expression

Uc~Ndeg,J!'ANdegUc~1,0!2NdegJ, ~1!

where J is the Hund’s rule exchange energy. Finally, w
present a calculation of the optical conductivitys(v,T) and
resistivityr(T) for theNdeg52 case that gives aT2 behavior
in r(T) for T→0.

We were motivated to carry out this study by consid
ation ofA3C60. Even though the local-density approximatio
predicted well the bandwidth and the band gap of this s
tem, it has been suggested that the strong Coulomb repu
on the C60 site could drive the system to a strongly correlat
metal or even to a Mott insulator.9 Since the bandwidth of
A3C60 ~0.4 eV! is more than two times smaller than the o
site Coulomb repulsion~1–1.5 eV!, one can naively predic
that the system should be a Mott insulator, if interpreted
terms of an orbitally nondegenerate Hubbard model. Ho
ever, the alkali-doped fullerides are metals despite the la
resistivity at zero temperature.10

It has been suggested that the metallicA3C60 can be un-
derstood by introducing orbital degeneracy in the Hubb
model.5,8 The MIT in the MOHM has been studied by th
Gutzwiller approximation,8 where Lu showed that the critica
value for the on-site Coulomb repulsion strengthUc(Ndeg)
for MIT at half filling increases as (Ndeg11)Uc with the
orbital degeneracyNdeg. This explains why alkali-doped ful-
lerides (Ndeg53) can be metallic despite the large intram
lecular Coulomb repulsion and small conduction bandwidt3

Later, Gunnarsson, Koch, and Martin5 argued thatUc(Ndeg)
behaves asANdeg, in a much weaker fashion than the line
dependency of Ref. 8. The electron hopping is argued to
effectively enhanced with the orbital degeneracy due to
antiferromagnetic correlation between nearest sites, whic
also supported by their numerical calculation.

To carry out our studies, we have used the dynam
mean field theory~DMFT!,11 where a lattice Hamiltonian is
R4199 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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rigorously mapped to an effective impurity model. This a
proximation, which is exact for infinite spatial dimension
coordination number, is reasonable for modeling
C60-derived t1u band due to the large coordination numb
12 between the C60 molecules located at face-centered-cu
sites. Furthermore, with the on-site Coulomb interaction,
impurity Hamiltonian from the DMFT is expected to reta
the essential physics of the MIT. The multiorbital Hubba
Hamiltonian reads

H52 (
i j ,ms

~ t i j cims
† cjms1H.c.!1ed(

ims
nims1HC , ~2!

where t i j is the hopping matrix element between differe
sitesi and j , m is the orbital index,s the spin index,ed the
d-level energy as the center of the noninteracting band,
HC the interaction Hamiltonian for Coulomb energy. F

FIG. 1. The occupancynd versus the Coulomb repulsionU at
fixed ed5eph2(Ndeg2

1
2 )U10.2. The critical value ofU ~marked

with arrows atT51/16! at the crossover between insulating a
metallic solutions increased withNdeg. The temperatureT51/16 is
not low enough for theNdeg53 case to equate theUc52.3W as the
zero-temperature quantum critical point. Due to the weak functio
dependency ofANdeg and smallNdeg, it is not clear thatUc(Ndeg)
5ANdegUc(1). ~See inset.! Lines are guides for the eye.
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simplicity, we have neglected interband hopping since
concentrate on the local properties.

The Coulomb interaction term is written12 as

HC5~U1J!(
m

nim↑nim↓1~U2J! (
im,m8s

nimsnim8s

1U (
imÞm8

nim↑nim8↓1J (
mÞm8

cim8↑
† cim↓

† cim8↓cim↑ .

~3!

Here, we discard the last term proportional toJ for compu-
tational convenience although, for full rotational symmet
all the terms in the above Hamiltonian are needed. The tr
cated Hamiltonian still captures the Hund’s rule physics, a
we believe that the form of Eq.~1! remains valid, possibly
with a small correction to the term proportional toJ.

The effective impurity model in the DMFT is studied b
the Hirsch-Fye algorithm13 where the partition function is
reformulated using a discrete path integral with
imaginary-time interval that we set toDt51/3. For the free
density of states~DOS! in the DMFT, a semicircular DOS
~corresponding to the infinite coordination number Bethe
tice!, D(e)5(2/p)A12e2 with bandwidthW52, is used for
calculations of thermodynamic quantities such as occupa
numbers. A Gaussian DOS~corresponding to the infinite di
mensional hypercubic lattice!, D(e)5(1/Ap)exp(2e2) with
W5&, is used for one-particle spectral functions. We n
malize t i j 5t by t5t* /2Ad, as the dimensionalityd goes to
infinity. All energies here are measured in units oft* for the
Gaussian DOS, and in units of the bandwidth for the se
circular DOS.

At J50, we identified the MIT forNdeg51,2,3 near half
filling by computing the occupation numbers ated away
from the particle-hole symmetric value, i.e.,ed5eph10.2
where eph5(Ndeg2

1
2 )U1@12(Ndeg/2)#J. Figure 1 shows

the occupation numbers versus the Coulomb repulsion w
the semicircular DOS. The occupation numbers and
chemical potentials are plotted with respect to the partic
hole symmetric values. The temperatures are
T51/12,1/16. When the system is insulating with the chem
cal potential inside an insulating gap, the occupation num
does not change with a slight shift of chemical potential fro
eph . As will be illustrated later, the Mott insulating ga

al
ak

FIG. 2. Spectral functions forNdeg51,2,3 atU54 andJ50. ~a! The effective bandwidth of the charge excitation peaks~nearly at6U/2

at half filling! is broadened with increasingNdeg due to the enhanced hopping for one-particle~hole! doped states. The quasiparticle pe
becomes dominant for largeNdeg, as more weight of charge excitation peaks is transferred to the QP peak.~b! At a fixeded521, all three
cases have total occupations near 0.9 and the integrated weight up to the chemical potential is roughly 1/Ndeg.
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manifests as a plateau innd vs ed . The critical Coulomb
repulsionUc is read off from the point where the occupatio
numbernd at ed5eph10.2 deviates fromNdeg in Fig. 1.

Uc(Ndeg) increases with the orbital degeneracy, in agr
ment with Ref. 5, although the data are not sufficiently p
cise to conclude that the insulating gap is proportional
ANdeg from small Ndeg and U/W. For Ndeg53, the occupa-
tion numbers have not fully converged yet forT51/16 and
we obtainUc /W>2.3. Compared withA3C60, this value of
Uc puts the experimental ratio near the edge of MIT tran
tion. Therefore, it is theoretically possible, if not decisive
proven, thatA3C60 can be described as a strongly correla
metal despite being at half filling.

The quantum Monte Carlo~QMC! Green’s function along
imaginary time is analytically continued for the one-partic
spectral function by MEM.14 One-particle spectral function
at and away from half filling are shown in Fig. 2 whenT
51/12 andJ50. In plot ~a!, at half filling, the upper~UHB!
and lower Hubbard bands~LHB! are split by the Coulomb
interaction strengthU. Note that the width of these peak
increases with the orbital degeneracy, in the same fas
that the electron hopping is enhanced for conduction of
charge excitation. For the nondegenerate model (Ndeg51),
the spectral weight at zero frequency is very small, henc
sign of an insulating pseudogap~the system cannot become
true insulator due to the nonvanishing tail of the Gaussi
free DOS!. With increasingNdeg, the MOHM evolves to
solutions with more metallic character.

The peak positions of the UHB and LHB are progre
sively shifted further away from6U/2 as Ndeg increases.
These shifts, roughly proportional toNdegt

2/U for U suffi-
ciently large, can be understood in terms of the pertur
tional contributions to energy levels with occupation nu
bersNdeg21, Ndeg, andNdeg11, respectively. Whent'U,
one should also take into account this shift in addition to
band broadening at the MIT, which can complicate the ar
ment of Gunnarsson, Koch, and Martin5 that led to aANdeg
dependence toUc .

The central peaks forNdeg52,3 are the quasiparticle~QP!
excitation that emerges from the scattering of the spin
grees of freedom of conduction electrons. The width of
QP peak defines the new low-temperature energy s

FIG. 3. nd vs ed2eph at J50.0,0.2,0.5. For positiveJ the onset
of a metallic solution is shifted to larger values ofed from the
particle-hole symmetric parametereph . The shift is roughly linear
in J, suggesting that the on-site Coulomb interaction is respons
with DU(J)5NdegJ.
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~renormalized Fermi energy!. Since the spectral weight from
the UHB and LHB is expected to be larger atv50 for larger
Ndeg due to the broadening mentioned in a previous pa
graph, the QP peak accordingly has larger weight at
chemical potential. This trend goes with enhanced metali
for increasingNdeg. We will discuss more about the depe
dency of the QP weight upon orbital degeneracy in relat
to the electronic resistivity.

Figure 2~b! shows the one-particle spectral functio
away from half filling atU54, ed521 for all Ndeg. In the
paramagnetic phase, the total occupation number is ev
distributed among the orbitals and the spectral weight of
LHB roughly goes as 1/Ndeg. Sinceuedu!U and the doubly
occupied configuration exists in small quantum weight,
total occupation number is not very sensitive to the orb
degeneracy.

The behavior of the MIT with a finite Hund’s rule cou
pling J is shown in Fig. 3. When the exchange interactionJ
in Eq. ~3! is included, the Coulomb repulsion is effective
increased, favoring the insulating phase. Numerical calc
tion confirms that the insulating phase is expanded with fin
positive J. Figure 3 shows the plot ofnd vs ed2eph with
J50.0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 atNdeg52 andb516. The total occu-
pation numbernd begins to deviate from the half filling valu
Ndeg when the system becomes metallic.ed’s where the me-
tallic phases begin are pushed to higher values withDed
approximately linear inJ. In other words, the insulating ga
has increased with finiteJ.

The phenomena can be easily understood by conside
the change in the on-site energy at half filling. The effect
on-site Coulomb repulsionUe f f can be computed a

le
FIG. 4. Optical conductivity and resistivity forNdeg52 at

U54, ed521. The optical conductivity is made up of three exc
tations arising from transitions between three structures in the s
tral functions plotted in inset~a!. The spectral functions atb
52,4,8,12,16 have QP peak, LHB, and UHB marked asa, b, and
c, respectively. The Drude peak, arising from the scattering wit
the QP peak, becomes stronger asT decreases. The dc resistivit
r(T) for the doubly degenerate-band Hubbard model~filled circle!
in inset ~b! illustrates that the Fermi-liquid behavior~dashed line!
holds at half filling below the criticalU value. The triply degenerate
case~empty circle! has much lower values for the resistivity. Th
unit of r(T)/d in the figure ismV cm ~Ref. 16!.
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E(Ndeg11)1E(Ndeg21)22E(Ndeg) from the on-site
Hamiltonian Eq.~3!, which leads to

Ue f f5U~Ndeg,J50!1NdegJ, linear in Ndeg. ~4!

Also, we have to remember that the hopping of electro
leaves behind a trail of broken Hund’s rule multiplets. The
fore, there would be additional effective repulsion due
hopping, which is ignored in Eq.~4!. For A3C60, J is one
order of magnitude smaller thanU,7 and the Hund’s rule
coupling plays a less important role thanANdegUc(1,0) in
Eq. ~1!. For systems with largerJ, one should take into
account the last term in Eq.~3! to properly describe the mag
netic correlation.

Finally, we discuss the transport properties of t
MOHM. From the analytically continued one-particle spe
tral function, we can extract the electron scattering r
~imaginary part of the self-energy! and thereby calculate th
optical conductivity,s~v!, within the DMFT,15 as shown in
Fig. 4. The inset~a! shows the evolution of spectral function
for a half-filled doubly degenerate model at inverse tempe
tures b52,4,8,12,16, where the curve with the large Q
peak~labeled asa in the figure! corresponds to lowT. The
optical conductivities shown in the main plot are from t
same set of temperatures. The optical conductivity is co
puted by convoluting the one-particle spectral functions a
is therefore characterized by transitions between vari
single-particle excitations, as indicated in the figure. T
Drude peak~marked asa2a!, resulting from the scattering
within the QP peaka, diverges as the temperature goes
zero. Note that, since the leading order ofs~v! is O(1/d),
we have plottedds(v).
n
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e
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e

The resistivity r(T), plotted in inset~b!, is calculated
from the v→0 limit of the optical conductivityr(T)21

5 limv→0 s(v). The unit ofr(T)/d is mV cm.16 The data
shown here are for half-filled Hubbard models with doub
~filled circle! and triple ~open circle! orbital degeneracy a
U54 using the Gaussian-free DOS with effective bandwid
W5&. The resistivity for the doubly degenerate mod
shows a crossover to a Fermi-liquid behaviorr(T)}T2 at
low T from a resistivity of insulating character at highT. For
the triply degenerate model, we could not determine the lo
temperature law of resistivity due to noise in QMC data.

It should be noted thatr(T) for Ndeg53 is about one
order of magnitude smaller thanr(T) for Ndeg52, in con-
trast to the weakNdeg dependency in the low-U perturbation
theory.17 Although not discussed in this paper, the magnitu
of r(T) seems to strongly depend upon the shape of the b
edge of free DOS. For example, the resistivity for semic
cular DOS is order~s! of magnitude larger than for Gaussia
DOS at the sameU/W ratio. A systematic investigation o
resistivity on the orbital degeneracy and DOS and its co
parison with experiments are left for further studies.
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